Day of Action
PROJECT IDEAS

OUTDOOR 🏞️
• Build/repair a deck, fence, or ramp
• Weed gardens, mulch, and landscape
• Wash cars, repair equipment, paint building exteriors or playgrounds

INDOOR 🍎
• Sort equipment, materials, or toys
• Clean/sanitize items, paint, or reorganize rooms
• Assemble impact kits or prepare food boxes/meals

REMOTE 🚗
• Deliver meals, donations, and goods
• Hold a donation drive-through / drop off
• Prepare crafts or easy-to-make items

VIRTUAL 📚
• Record a storytelling or reading video
• Video educational experiments or lessons for students of all ages
• Reach out to seniors or others through phone calls or wellness checks

SOCIAL DISTANCE ADAPTATIONS
• Have volunteers target designated land areas that can be worked on individually
• Create a spaced-out grid for car washes or exterior projects
• Designate volunteers to specific rooms or items to sort, paint, or organize

• Set up spaced-out assembly lines or sanitization stations
• Space out volunteers throughout work sites and have enough equipment for each person to use their own tools

Your needs, your volunteers, your impact!

Need help brainstorming? Contact Volunteer Engagement Coordinator Bryce Kruger at krugerb@unitedway-york.org or 717-771-3809.